
Japan 
Trevor Cralle, Jane Shamaeva, Johnathan Vaknin   Cost: $3200
     Passport Required

      
“I myself have been tempted for a long time by the  
cloud-moving wind—filled with a strong desire to wander.” 
        —Basho, Japanese poet 
 
Japanese culture conjures many different images, from the 
traditional to the ultramodern. These scenes range from 
Buddhist temples, tea ceremonies, landscape gardens, 
samurai culture, the arts of flower arrangement and 
calligraphy, and cherry blossom festivals, to open-air 
markets, fashionable cities, high tech industry, neon 
skyscrapers, high-speed trains, and contemporary art forms 
such as anime and manga. And we can’t forget about the 
amazing food, such as sushi; udon, soba, and ramen 
noodles; and bento boxes. Together, we will explore this rich 
and varied country, traveling from Kyoto to Tokyo as well as 
seeing some spectacular natural settings.  

 
Our plan is to fly to Osaka and stay in nearby Kyoto for three nights. There we will visit various 
temples, including The Moss Temple and the famous Zen rock garden, Ryoan-ji. We will either 
do a day trip to Nara, where there is a Daibutsu (giant Buddha) and people pet deer that roam 
free, or an overnight to Koya-San, which is well-known for the Buddhist temples. From Kyoto 
we will head to the island of Shikoku for three or four nights, including a night in Tokushima 
and a night in the mountainous Iya Valley. On the last leg of our journey, we will take the 
shinkansen (bullet train) to the metropolis of Tokyo, which will be our base for four nights. 
Tokyo is one of the biggest metropolises in the world, offering iconic views of Mount Fuji, urban 
culture, landscape gardens, and many excellent museums, such as the Miyazaki Museum. We 
will fly home from Tokyo. 
 

Leading up to our departure, students will attend regular group 
meetings at school in order to bond as travelers and prepare 
for the trip. Through films, readings, and discussions, we will 
acquaint ourselves with various aspects of the program, 
including Japanese culture, traveling healthy, and how to pack. 
Students will also learn and practice some Japanese 
language. Students will keep a travel journal, as well as give a 
short report to the group on the topic of 
their choice, such as art, music, dance, 
haiku poetry, history, architecture, 
religion, etc. We will be packing light and 
carrying all of our own gear. 
 
Students should bring an open mind, a 
flexible attitude, an appetite for 

adventure, and a good sense of humor. If you are looking for a rich 
and rewarding experience, then a trip to Japan may be the perfect 
program for you. Pack your enthusiasm and get ready for a fun-filled 
adventure to The Land of the Rising Sun!  
  



Bay Area Homelessness 
Daniel Herman and Laura Contreras     Cost: $30  
	
Housing issues and chronic homelessness are a major concern for many Bay Area residents.  
Through reading, talking with activists, city officials, and people who are or have been 
homeless, we will explore: 

• What factors influence the availability of housing in the Bay Area, and in Berkeley in 
particular?  What responsibilities do cities have to house their residents?  How do 
different cities view this differently, and why?  

• What contributes to people becoming chronically homeless?  What impact does that 
have on the individual, and on the community? 

• Why are LGBTQ+ people disproportionally homeless?  What role does Berkeley 
specifically have?   What does it mean to support this LGBTQ+ community? 

• What are interventions, such as the Greyston Bakery in NY, that have had success?   
 
Our final project will be a proposal to the City of Berkeley about how to address chronic 
homelessness.  Interested students can present at a Berkeley City Council.    
 
Some of our work will be through reading & researching; other work will be through talking with 
people.  People we will talk with include the Board Chair of the Pacific Center, a 10-year 
volunteer at the YEA! Youth Homelessness Shelter on University, and a nurse who volunteers 
her time at a homeless encampment at Adeline and 63rd Street.  We will also be having 
conversations with people who are currently or recently homeless, through volunteering at the 
Dorothy Day house, as well as giving out sandwiches and other durable support to homeless 
folks on the streets in our area, and having conversations when appropriate to learn more 
about their stories.  Students will always be in groups and with a trained staff member. 
Students will only be speaking with people on the street that they themselves want to talk with, 
and where the staff member agrees that it is safe. 
 
This special program is good for you if you:  

• want to think more deeply about how to 
address chronic homelessness, and submit a 
real proposal to the City of Berkeley about it 

• want to think more deeply about how to 
support LGBTQ+ people 

• are interested in public policy 
• would like to accumulate all 60 of your 

community service hours 
 
This special program will be challenging—both intellectually and emotionally.  
But it will be enriching. It will be rewarding. It will be real.



	
Mexico	
Joe Sinclair and Won Cha      Cost: $2000 
          Passport Required 
 
Join us on our magnificent Special Program to Mexico and take in centuries of 
art and culture. 
 

Our trip will begin in bustling Mexico City, 
where we will acclimatize to the high altitude. From the 
city, we will go back almost 2 millennia to the ancient 
ruins of Teotihuacan. Considered to be one of the largest 
cities in the world in its heyday, Teotihuacan is an 
important archeological site. We will climb pyramids and 
see ancient carvings, murals, city buildings, streets, 
temples and sports arenas. 
 

The world-renowned museums of Mexico City paint 
a rich history, of both the capital and the country. 
We will take in the extensive National Museum of 
Anthropology, learning about the Aztec, Olmec, 
Mayan, Toltec and Teotihuacan people. For more 
recent art history, we will take a visit to the Frida 
Kahlo Museum. 
 
Mexico City’s contemporary art scene is unique and 
exciting! We will visit galleries and see how 
contemporary art can shape the future, whilst rooted in the past. 
 
After Mexico City, we will fly south to the cities of Oaxaca and San Cristobal, to explore 
southern Mexico. In Oaxaca, we will visit the squares and churches, seeing centuries of 
architecture. We will also sample local food and visit museums. 
 

In San Cristobal, we will tour the small 
towns in the hills around the city. We 
will visit Chamula and talk with local 
people about their efforts for Native 
American rights. We will visit San 
Juan church, a beautiful example of 
the merging of Catholicism and 
animist religions.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Dual-Line Kites 
Dave Kinstle         Cost: $100 
 

The catch word for this program is “dual-line”. Dual-line kites 
are also called stunt kites, sport kites, and two-string kites.  The 
central idea is two control lines allow steering the kite through 
maneuvers. Kite programs are not new to Maybeck. The late 
70’s through early 80’s was Maybeck’s Golden Age of Kites. 
Large was the adjective, 10 to 16 feet. Visqueen, aluminum, 
and wood were the media.   
 
New materials call for new creations and new designs. The 90’s 
introduced ultralight carbon fiber adding strength and flex with 
minimum weight. Thank the ultrawealthy support to the 
America’s Cup for spurring innovations in racing sail fabrics. 
Slippery dyneema/spectra flight lines allow dual line control 
even when badly twisted together. Thus, new technology 
begets new capabilities. 

 
We will sew in the morning and fly in the afternoon. I have 
more than enough variety of kites for the class to fly until new 
kites are finished. Each student will build 2 dual line kites and 
the flight lines, handle straps, transport bags and accessories. 
One day will include traditional team Rokkoku battles where 
teams of two to four fliers fly one kite into battle against other 
team fliers. If you do not know how to use the sewing machine 
now, you will learn.  We will fly at Caesar Chavez Park at the 
Berkeley Marina. Transportation to the park will include Van, 
AC Transit Bus 51 and bicycle. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3D Game Development and Computer Programming 
Charlie Casey         Cost: $300 
 
Are you interested in learning to program in C++ and develop a 3D graphical computer game? 
That’s exactly what we will be doing in this Special Program. Using Xcode to  
program and the Unreal Editor game development engine, participants will build simple  
(or complicated) computer games, and dive into the code to learn how programming shapes 
visual graphics. There is no programming prerequisite necessary to join, just an interest to 
learn, create and have fun. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
	

 



 
 
Santa Catalina Island: A Nature Lover’s Paradise 
Janice Orrego and Tom Stone      Cost: $1300 
                   
Leave Tuesday, March 26th, Returning Friday, April 5th     

 

 

 

 

 

Santa Catalina Island is a rugged and beautiful isolated ecosystem off the coast of Southern 
California.  It is a unique destination to explore the aquatic and terrestrial environments in 
California. Our ten-day visit will begin with a flight to Long Beach with a shuttle to the Long 
Beach Pier. We will then board a ferry for Avalon. Our backpacking adventure begins from the 
resort town of Avalon.  

During our stay on the island, we will go through a variety of excursions and adventures.  We 
will hike to the tallest peak on the island, and have numerous opportunities to go snorkeling, 
kayaking, and paddle boarding too. At night we will be looking up at the stars, with plenty of 
time for contemplation and personal exploration.  

Catalina also offers spectacular mountain biking opportunities for all ability levels with each 
offering fabulous views of rolling hills and endless ocean. While venturing into the interior of 
the island, we will see American Bison, Eagles and maybe a rare Catalina Fox. 

The crystal-clear waters around Two Harbors ebb and flow over kelp beds into secluded coves 
and caves, each teeming with marine life. Bright orange Garibaldis, are often seen peeking out 
of the kelp forest. Many of these areas are reachable only by watercraft. An ocean kayak gives 
you the means of slipping quietly into these areas without disturbing the pelicans and seals 
that calmly watch you glide by from their rocky perches.  Two Harbors is also ideally located to 
offer easy access to some of the world’s best snorkeling. Here, the water is clear and clean, 
with visibility ranging from 40-100 feet.  We can snorkel right off the calm sandy beach or 
paddle a specially designed diving kayak to a secluded cove for a longer day out. Come join us 
for a most memorable experience!!! 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



Tabletop RPG Game Design  
Melissa Hillman         Cost: $60 
	
Let’s build new worlds and play in them! In this Special Program, each person will create a 
playable tabletop role-playing game. You can use an existing game mechanic (such as D&D 
5e) or invent a mechanic of your own! We’ll be using the Big Three questions of game design 
(What is your game about? What do the characters do? What do the players do?) as our basic 
structure, beginning with worldbuilding and working forward through more specific areas of 
design. In the first week, we’ll also be taking a field trip to Games of Berkeley to get our 
imaginations going. While it takes much longer than two weeks to develop every aspect of a 
game, we’ll be creating a solid start you can build on, ending the program with a fleshed-out 
world, the story of the game, the types of characters who live in it, the types of playable 
characters, and the types of encounters they have, including how the player characters 
advance. We’ll also look at loot, magic items, armor, weapons, pets, and mounts, of course! At 
the end of the two weeks, you should have a playable game with planned encounters designed 
to take players from level one to level two.  Significant writing is involved in this special 
program, so bring your laptops, chargers, and imaginations.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
	 	



LA Arts + Music Adventure         
Mario Godoy and José Pérez       Cost: $1500	
	
Los Angeles is widely known to be a cultural mecca that attracts artists from all over the globe. 
For the last few decades, the number of working artists in the city have grown to an extensive 
amount. With some of the best art and music programs available at top universities, the scene 
is supported by an infrastructure set up by the city to elevate art education and to produce 
more artists.  
 

 
For this special program, we will be road tripping to Los Angeles and experiencing various 
flavors of the vibrant arts and music scene in the city. Students will have a chance to explore 
different offerings of the city such as galleries, museums, murals, music, along with great 
weather and food. 
 
Since we will be in Los Angeles it would be foolish of us to miss out on an opportunity to go to 
Disneyland. So we will also be spending a day at the happiest place on Earth. If you want to 
spend time in a city with a rich cultural heritage and want to appreciate more art, come join us 
on the LA arts and music adventure!	
	 	
	 	

 	
  



Ceramics: A Beginner’s Workshop 
Anya Fernandez and Liz Welton                                Cost: $1100 
 

 
In the Ceramics Special Program, we will spend the first 
couple days orienting ourselves to the possibilities 
available through working with clay. We will discuss the 
processes involved in making objects with clay, types of 
clay, tools of the trade, and firing techniques. We will 
practice some simple hand building techniques to hopefully 
bring with us to the art center.  
 
Following our days in Berkeley 

we will be taking an intensive beginner’s ceramics course at the 
Mendocino Art Center. Located 150 miles north of San Francisco, 
the Art Center overlooks the Pacific Ocean in the coastal village of 
Mendocino. It is highly regarded as an artistic and educational 
institution. We will be staying at a house nearby while learning the 
basics of various building and throwing techniques. Firing of 
student work will consist of Raku, low fire, and high fire methods. 
We will spend eight days in Mendocino, splitting our time between 
the studio and hiking, meditation and meals together. 
    
Students interested in this special program do not need to have 
any experience working with clay. They can be artists of all levels 
and need only bring a positive attitude and a willingness to try their 
best.  Projects made will be yours to take home and enjoy!  
 

 




